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SAIBRE
Sonasoft AI Build and Runtime Ecosystem

AI is revolutionizing the way we do business, the way we travel and how we interact 
socially. Here at Sonasoft, we deliver end-to-end AI applications for enterprise clients. 
Delivering performant applications is only possible thanks to our AI ecosystem SAIBRE.

SAIBRE provides all the tools we need to deliver robust, reliable end-to-end AI solutions 
at scale. SAIBRE consists of four major elements as shown below.

Data platform
Data is king when it comes to AI. SAIBRE helps streamline the data exploration process by 
building robust data pipelines. A typical pipeline will import your data directly, or link data 
from an API. The data is then cleaned and converted. After that, the data is visualized to 
assist with data exploration. Data engineering allows you to perform merges and joins, to 
create new features, and even to merge in existing datasets or features.  Ultimately, you are 
left with clean reusable datasets for machine learning.

AI platform
This allows you to build ML pipelines in a modular fashion. You start by linking a dataset from 
the data platform. If needed, you can insert steps to perform additional feature engineering. 
You then select one (or more) models from a growing library of templates, or add your 
own custom code. The model can then be trained and validated, before being compared 
with other models to select the best performing model. Finally, the model is packaged and 
prepared for deployment as an AI application.

Data platform
Gather all your data in 

one place for simple data 
exploration and engineering

AI Runtime
Deploy your AI application 
in Sonasoft’s cloud, in your 
backend, or at the endge

AI platform
Create modular AI pipelines, 

with custom code and model 
competitions

Smart Monitoring
Ensure your AI applications are 

working properly and retrain 
the model if needed



AI runtime
The SAIBRE runtime engine is lightweight and efficient. Models can be deployed with just a 
few clicks. The resulting AI application can then be run in Sonasoft’s own infrastructure, or 
you can receive an installable container to run on your own server. In future, we will add the 
ability to deploy AI applications directly to edge devices, such as IoT sensors.

Smart monitoring
Our Smart Monitoring uses AI to simplify and streamline the MLOps challenge. This ensures 
that your AI application will be as robust, reliable, and accurate as possible. The system is 
able to identify issues with data feeds or data features. It also monitors the model outputs 
and checks for feature, concept and performance drift. If required, it offers you the chance 
to retrain and deploy an updated model.

What Sonasoft can do for your business
We focus on four key verticals where AI can make the biggest impact.

Forecasting
Forecasting models help you with demand management and stock 
prediction. They can help you cut waste, improve efficiency and deliver 
cost savings.

Classification
Classification models can be used for many applications. These include 
sales lead scoring, customer churn prediction, and credit scoring.

Anomaly detection
Anomaly detection is about identifying outliers and unexpected entries 
in your data. The classic use cases are fraud detection and intrusion 
detection. 

Do more with  
Sonasoft SAIBRE

SAIBRE allows us to build AI 
applications that deliver real benefits 
to clients. We are able to deliver AI 
models that can be used to solve  
a variety of business problems.

Finance
Finance companies have some of the richest datasets 
in the world. But often this data is locked up and 
unusable. We can help you leverage this data to 
deliver ground-breaking innovative products to your 
customers and end-users.

Retail
The retail sector is extremely cut-throat and is reeling from 
the impact of the pandemic. We can deliver solutions 
that streamline your operations and help you to deliver 
profitability.

Healthcare
The healthcare industry has often lagged behind other 
industries when it comes to technology. Steal a march 
on your competitors by turning to AI to power predictive 
supply chain logistics.

B2B service delivery
The B2B market is tough. Your investors care more about 
ARR than features. With AI, you can understand your 
customer base better, using churn prediction to offer 
targeted deals to maximize ARR.
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